
Email has become the predominant 
business tool for communication 
within and between organizations. As 
a result, email serves as a repository 
of information — some of it sensitive 
and vulnerable to misuse. Many 
organizational policy violations go 
undetected because most security 
actions are not audited. This can 
result in lost productivity and system 
downtime — a risk no organization 
should take.

Today, companies need in-depth 
auditing and reporting for Microsoft 
Exchange Server and Office 365 security 
and compliance to prove regulatory 
compliance and drive efficiencies.

Quest® Change Auditor for Exchange 
proactively audits the activities taking 
place in your Exchange environment, 
prevents critical mailboxes from being 
accessed, and provides real-time, 
detailed alerts when vital changes occur. 
Continually being in the know helps 
you to prove compliance, drive security 
and improve uptime while proactively 

auditing changes to Exchange Server 
and Exchange Online configurations 
and permissions. You’ll have the ability 
to track, alert and report on Exchange 
and Exchange Online security and policy 
settings, as well as quickly troubleshoot 
other problems by automatically collecting 
all information related to major changes, 
including the original and current values.

AUDIT ALL CRITICAL CHANGES

Change Auditor for Exchange provides 
extensive, customizable auditing 
and reporting for all critical changes 
to Exchange Server and the hosted 
Exchange component of Office 365, 
including administrative groups, mailbox 
policies, public and private information 
store auditing, organizational changes 
such as ActiveSync mailbox policy 
changes, distribution list changes and 
more. You’ll get complete visibility 
into all changes over the course of 
time and in chronological order with 
in-depth forensics on who, what, where, 
when, why and from which workstation, 
including any related event details with 

Change Auditor 

for Exchange
Real-time auditing for Exchange and Exchange Online

BENEFITS:
• Installs in minutes with fast event

collection for immediate analysis
of Exchange and Exchange
Online environments

• Enables enterprise-wide auditing
and compliance from a single client

• Strengthens internal controls by
preventing access to sensitive
or critical mailboxes and limits
control of authorized users

• Reduces security risks by sending
real-time alerts to any device
for immediate response

• Eliminates unknown security
concerns, ensuring continuous access
to Exchange and Exchange Online
configurations, mailboxes and users
by tracking all events and those
changes related to specific incidents

• Drives availability by enabling
proactive troubleshooting
of changes to policies and
Exchange public folders

• Reduces the performance drag
on servers and saves storage
resources by collecting events
without the use of native auditing

• Streamlines compliance reporting
for internal policies and external
regulations, including GDPR, SOX, PCI
DSS, HIPAA, FISMA, SAS 70 and more

• Turns information into intelligent,
in-depth forensics for auditors
and management
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Exchange users gain 
ROI in months
69 percent of surveyed 
IT organizations who 
selected Change Auditor 
for Exchange paid back 
their investment in six 
to nine months or less.

TechValidate survey

before and after values. And, with real-
time alerts to any device, you’ll maintain 
constant awareness of and the ability to 
respond to vital policy changes as they 
occur, reducing the risks associated with 
day-to-day modifications.

TRACK USER ACTIVITY AND 
PROTECT SENSITIVE MAILBOXES

Change Auditor for Exchange helps 
tighten enterprise-wide auditing and 
compliance policies by tracking user and 
administrator activity for user account 
and delivery restriction changes. Change 
Auditor also prevents unauthorized users 
from gaining access to mailboxes and 
provides information on administrators 
and users who have gained access into 
another user’s mailbox. You’ll see exactly 
who accessed, deleted, copied, moved 
or created emails from that mailbox. With 
24x7 real-time alerts, in-depth analysis 
and reporting capabilities, your Exchange 
and Exchange Online infrastructures are 
protected from exposure to suspicious 
behavior or unauthorized access, and are 
always in compliance with corporate and 
government standards.

AUDIT MOBILE DEVICES 
WITH ACTIVESYNC

Use Microsoft’s ActiveSync technology 
to audit mobile devices and track 
email and calendar access, device 
registration and more.

TURN IRRELEVANT DATA INTO 
MEANINGFUL INFORMATION 
TO DRIVE SECURITY 
AND COMPLIANCE

Change Auditor for Exchange tracks 
critical changes to your Exchange and 
Exchange Online environments, then 
translates raw data into meaningful 
intelligent data to help safeguard 
the security and compliance of your 
infrastructure. Auditing limitations 
become a thing of the past due to 
Change Auditor’s high-performance 

auditing engine, and without the need for 
native audit logs, you see faster results 
and savings of storage resources. 

INTEGRATED EVENT FORWARDING 

Easily integrate with SIEM solutions 
to forward Change Auditor events to 
Splunk, Micro Focus ArcSight or IBM 
QRadar. Additionally, Change Auditor 
integrates with Quest® InTrust® for long-
term 20:1 compressed event storage 
and aggregation of native or third-
party logs to reduce storage costs on 
SIEM forwarding and create a highly 
compressed log repository. 

AUTOMATE REPORTING 
FOR CORPORATE AND 
GOVERNMENT REGULATIONS 

Utilizing Microsoft’s SQL Reporting 
Services (SRS), Change Auditor for 
Exchange provides clean, meaningful 
security and compliance reports on 
the fly. With a built-in compliance 
library and the ability to build your own 
custom reports, proving compliance 
for standards such as the General 
Data Protection Regulation (GDPR), 
Sarbanes-Oxley (SOX), Payment Card 
Industry Data Security Standard (PCI 
DSS), Health Insurance Portability and 
Accountability Act (HIPAA), Federal 
Information Security Management Act 
(FISMA) and Statement on Auditing 
Standards No. 70 (SAS 70) is a breeze.

ABOUT MERGER IT
Merger IT helps customers with solutions to 
assisting their organisations, providing the 
innovation of products which will enhance 
M&A activities delivery, and provide 
outcomes, through tried and tested 
toolsets and processes.

This ensures customers’ requirements and 
outcomes are expedited leveraging the 
experience provided by Merger IT. 

SYSTEM REQUIREMENTS
For a full list of detailed 
requirements, please review 
the Release Notes Guide.

Phone:  +44 (0)1480 877 188
Email:  mergers@mergerit.net
Web: mergerIT.net

https://www.quest.com/products/intrust/
https://www.quest.com/solutions/gdpr-compliance/
https://www.quest.com/solutions/gdpr-compliance/
https://support.quest.com/change-auditor/release-notes-guides



